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This manual contains many methods for using NI Vision Builder for Automated Inspection (Vision Builder AI) for visual
inspection tasks, including .NET, .NIT, .PHP, .WPF, Python and Java. Before using this guide, determine what you want

from VisionBuilder. You need to see how his work will look in real time, what exactly you will do, where and when.
Determining this will help ensure that Visionbuilder works well on your computer. Creating a scene in Vision The model is
networked, and a whole set of components are used to work, which interact with each other through "networks". Once you

have identified all of these components, look at which network device they are located on. One of the main components that
Vision VSOs work with is VSorce, the .NI GPU. It provides image detail, not just scaling. Then you must find the object in
the scene. The goal is to create a relatively small layer that matches reality. The next step is to prepare each layer to interact

with the object in the scene. For example, by right-clicking on an image in VSOrce to add the first layer, you will see a
context menu where you can either bring up the entire window or click on the window in the area with the settings fields.

This will help you select the appropriate layer in the list of layers, as well as set its size. The mouse cursor will automatically
move from the first layer to the next. There is also a context dialog where you can resize the window. In addition, you can

choose one of four display modes: Scale (View: Scale) - makes it possible to draw a wider area (enhancement can be seen in
the images below), or closer to the "real" image (reduction can be seen in). Exposure (Opacity: Screen) - allows you to

reduce or increase the contrast in the image from the center. Normal (Normal) - the program runs in the normal scale and
normalized mode. When preparing layers that will later interact with an object, you may want to set a layer interval. You can

add an object to the first layer, and delete it to the second, after which the second image will look as if the first layer
"invited" it. In addition, you can add text layers. By adding text layers
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